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Small, out-of-equilibrium, and quantum systems defy simple thermodynamic expressions. Such systems are
exemplified by molecular switches, which exchange heat with a bath. These molecules can photoisomerize,
or change conformation, or switch, on absorbing light. The photoisomerization probability depends on kinetic
details that couple the molecule’s energetics to its dissipation. Therefore, a simple, general, thermodynamic-style
bound on the photoisomerization probability seems out of reach. We derive such a bound using a resource
theory. The resource-theory framework is a set of mathematical tools, developed in quantum information
theory, used to generalize thermodynamics to small and quantum settings. From this toolkit has been derived
a generalization of the second law, the thermomajorization preorder. We use thermomajorization to upper-bound
the photoisomerization probability. Then, we compare the bound with an equilibrium prediction and with a
Lindbladian model. We identify a realistic parameter regime in which the Lindbladian evolution saturates the
thermomajorization bound. We also quantify the energy coherence in the electronic degree of freedom, and we
argue that this coherence cannot promote photoisomerization. This work illustrates how quantum-informationtheoretic thermodynamics can elucidate complex quantum processes in nature, experiments, and synthetics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.101.042116

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamics quantifies ideal processes with simple
expressions and constrains processes that deviate from the
ideal. This simplicity vanishes in the face of small systems and
intermediate timescales. Such realistic settings yoke work,
heat, and entropy production to kinematic details, exposing
each as a fluctuating quantity. Yet one can hope to bound
kinematic results with general thermodynamic-style expressions. Such results have enjoyed theoretical and experimental
success. For example, fluctuation theorems and Jarzynski’s
equality [1–3] constrain ensembles of irreversible transformations. These results govern experiments, including with
single molecules [4,5], and information engines [6–8]. Additionally, thermodynamic uncertainty relations [9,10] have
constrained the precision with which microscopic currents
can be generated. These findings have relevance to molecular
motors [11,12] and self-assembly [13,14].
We derive general, thermodynamic-style statements about
small
far-from-equilibrium quantum systems: We derive bounds on molecular switches’ photoisomerization, or
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switching driven by light. To do so, we leverage the quantuminformation (QI) tool of thermodynamic resource theories.
Small molecules photoisomerize, or switch configurations,
in many natural and synthetic systems [15–23]. Example
photoisomers include retinal in rhodopsin, a pigment in the
retina [24], and green fluorescent protein, a chromophore
used throughout molecular imaging [25]. Three conveniences
account for these molecular switches’ prevalence. First, ultrafast femtosecond lasers offer control over photoisomerization [26–30]. Second, photoisomers can be synthesized easily.
Third, one can easily encourage the expression of genes that
code for isomers. Applications are widespread and include
azobenzene-based solar-to-thermal fuels [31] and functional
polymers [28,32].
Despite their usefulness and prevalence, photoisomers are
not understood completely: Experimental tools, such as timeresolved spectroscopy [33–36], expose only a subset of the
relevant degrees of freedom (DOFs). Additionally, computational tools for simulating these processes remain under active
development [37–45]. We will help remedy the deficiency
using QI theory.
Figure 1 depicts a photoisomer and its energy landscape.
Photoisomerization, or switching, begins with the molecule
in its thermal state. The lowest electronic energy eigenstate
approximates the room-temperature thermal state well. The
heavy atoms’ positions are parameterized with an angle ϕ. ϕ
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FIG. 1. Photoisomer’s energy landscape and conformations. Two
representative potential-energy surfaces for the ground and excited
electronic states of an isomer, as well as the cis and trans configurations associated with the ground-state minima. The black curves
represent adiabatic states, or instantaneous energy eigenstates. The
dashed red curves represent diabatic states, which approximately
equal adiabatic states at ϕ = 0, π .

determines the electronic energy levels, because the electronic
energy spacing far exceeds the energy spacings associated
with the molecule’s vibrations and rotations [46]. The ground
electronic level exhibits two wells, centered near ϕ = 0 and
ϕ = π . An energy barrier separates the well. ϕ = 0, π define two conformations, or isomers, of the molecule: the cis
and trans configurations. Low-lying excited electronic states
can lack energy barriers. If excited by light, therefore, the
molecule has the opportunity to change configurations while
relaxing, in contact with its environment, to the lower electronic level. The probability of changing conformation during
relaxation is called the “photoisomerization yield.”
The yield is difficult to predict for several reasons. First,
dynamical factors determine the yield over intermediate
timescales. These times exceed the time needed for the electronic DOF to relax to its ground state but are shorter than
the time over which the whole molecule thermalizes. This
intermediacy precludes straightforward thermodynamic statements. Second, the postexcitation evolution involves nonadiabaticity [47], dissipation [47], and rare bath fluctuations [48].
Hence studying the evolution computationally is difficult, and
few general guiding principles exist.
We need a toolkit for deriving thermodynamic-style
bounds on photoisomerization. These bounds should incorporate the coupling of quantum mechanical DOFs with small
scales and thermal fluctuations. To construct such bounds, we
turn to QI theory.
Resource theories are simple models developed in QI
theory [49,50]. They are relevant when restrictions constrain
the processes that can occur, called “free operations,” and
the systems accessible, called “free systems.” Consider, as
an example, a thermodynamic setting in which systems exchange heat with a bath at a fixed temperature. The first
law of thermodynamics constrains processes to conserve energy, and only thermal states can be accessed easily. The
corresponding resource theory’s free operations are called
“thermal operations.” All nonfree systems, e.g., systems not in
states thermal with respect to the environment’s temperature,
are “resources.” Resources have value because they can fuel
tasks such as work extraction. Resource theories originated
to quantify entanglement and to clarify which QI-processing
tasks entanglement could facilitate [51]. Since then, resource

theories have been developed for other valuable quantities,
including reference frames [52–57], randomness used in cryptography [49], coherence [58–60], “magic states” used in
quantum computation [61], and thermodynamics [62–70].
Using a resource theory, one studies which systems R
can transform into systems S under free operations (R → S);
which cannot (R → S); how much of a resource W , such as
work, is required to facilitate an otherwise impossible transformation (R + W → S despite R → S); how many copies of
S can be extracted from m copies of R; and what, generally,
is possible and impossible. Results govern arbitrarily small
systems and coherent quantum states. In thermodynamic resource theories, averaging in a large-system limit reproduces
results consistent with expectations from statistical mechanics. Hence resource theories offer the potential for formulating
sharp, general statements about complex, quantum systems.
We harness this potential for molecules undergoing photoisomerization.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we review the
resource theory that models heat exchanges. We then model
the molecule within the resource theory (Sec. II). We bound
the photoisomerization yield in two steps (Sec. III): First,
we show that the electronic state’s coherences relative to the
energy eigenbasis cannot promote isomerization if the environment is Markovian. This result enables us to bound the isomerization yield by focusing, second, on the density matrix’s
populations: We apply thermomajorization, a resource-theory
result that generalizes the second law of thermodynamics.
The yield is tightly constrained, we find, if the light source
barely excites the molecule, as in some experiments. If the
light source fully excites the molecule to one high-energy
eigenstate, thermomajorization’s upper bound on the yield can
be saturated transiently.
We next quantify the coherences, relative to the energy
eigenbasis, that the electronic state gains during photoisomerization (Sec. IV). This coherence emerges after the molecule
undergoes a dissipative Landau-Zener evolution, which we
model within the resource theory. The model indicates that
the molecule acts as a quantum clock [71–80]. An application
of this coherence appears in the appendices, where work is
shown to be extractable from the coherence. The Discussion
concludes with this program’s significance and opportunities
(Sec. V).
II. RESOURCE-THEORY MODEL FOR THE
PHOTOISOMER

In this section, we review the resource theory that models
heat exchanges. Then, we model the chemical problem within
the resource theory: the molecule, bath, and light source in
Sec. II A, followed by photoisomerization in Sec. II B. To
specify a system in the resource theory, one specifies a tuple
(ρ, H ). The ρ denotes a quantum state, and the H denotes
a Hamiltonian. Both are defined on a Hilbert space H of
dimensionality d.
Each thermal operation consists of three steps: (i) A
thermal system governed by an arbitrary Hamiltonian HB
is drawn from the bath at inverse temperature β: (ρB =
exp[−βHB ]/ZB , HB ), wherein ZB := Tr B [exp(−βHB )] denotes the partition function. (ii) The system and bath
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interact via an arbitrary energy-conserving unitary U . (iii)
A generalized environment B  is discarded. B  is often the
bath, B, but may be another subsystem. Mathematically, a
thermal operation T is represented as
(ρ, H ) → T (ρ, H ) ≡ (Tr B {U [ρ ⊗ ρB ]U † }, H ).

(1)
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from |ψ0 |ϕ = π to |ψ1 |ϕ = π is E2 . The energy stored
during a transition from |ψ0 |ϕ = 0 to |ψ0 |ϕ = π is E .
We notate the eigenenergies by E± (ϕ), such that E+ (ϕ) 
E− (ϕ), and the adiabatic basis by {|E± (ϕ) }:

Helec (ϕ) =
Eμ (ϕ)|Eμ (ϕ) Eμ (ϕ)|.
(5)
μ=±

The unitary satisfies a manifestation of the first law:
[U, H + HB ] = 0.

(2)

The Hamiltonians are composed as H + HB ≡ (H ⊗ 1) +
(1 ⊗ HB ).
Only Eq. (2) restricts U . We do not assume that the
system-bath interaction has any particular form or coupling
strength; we assume only that (2) is satisfied. U can transfer
arbitrary amounts of energy between the system and the bath
in arbitrary times. To test our resource-theory results, we compare them with Lindblad models in Secs. II D and III B. The
Lindblad models involve more-specific couplings between the
photoisomer and the bath. Such specific couplings are not
required for most of our results. To model photoisomerization,
we focus on an H that governs a photoisomer.
A. Resource-theory model for the molecule, bath,
and light source

Though simple, this single-mode model reproduces linear and time-dependent spectroscopy of photoswitches like
rhodopsin. The model also accounts for high reaction efficiencies [18]. Furthermore, the model captures the photoisomerization yield’s dependence on environmental factors [19,82,83]. Consequently, models of the form of Eq. (4)
are routinely studied to explore environmental effects [84,85]
and to benchmark novel numerical techniques [30,86–88].
2. Resource-theory model for the bath


A
Hamiltonian
HB = k Ek |Ek Ek |
governs
the
bath,
which
occupies
a
Gibbs
state
ρB =

k exp(−βEk )/ZB |Ek Ek |. We assume that HB has the
properties in Ref. [[66], Suppl. Note 1, p. 5], invoking the
justifications therein. For example, degeneracies are assumed
to grow exponentially with energy.

1. Resource-theory model for the molecule

3. Resource-theory model for the light source

The angular DOF ϕ ∈ [0, π ] parameterizes the isomer’s
configuration and governs the electronic Hamiltonian [19].
We attribute to the molecule the Hamiltonian
 π
dϕ Hmol (ϕ)
Hmol :=

A laser or sunlight performs work on the
molecule [70,75,89–91]. We model the light as a multimode
bosonic field in a state ρlaser . Examples include coherent
states, but ρlaser can have an arbitrary form. ρlaser dictates
to which states the molecule can be photoexcited, and our
results hold for arbitrary photoexcited states. We consider a
range of photoexcited states (Secs. III C and III D) and so a
range of ρlaser ’s.
We denote the oscillator Hamiltonian by Hlaser and expand
it in particle-number states |nω that satisfy the eigenvalue
equation Nω |nω = nω |nω , wherein nω = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Our arguments do not rely on the precise form of the density of
states.
Each fixed-ω term resembles the ladder Hamiltonians with
which batteries have been modeled in thermodynamic resource theories [68,75,92–94]. Batteries are often modeled
with spectra unbounded from below, because ground states
can complicate accountings of coherence [75,95]. Hlaser has a
ground state, modeling a real physical Hamiltonian. However,
the ground state will lack much population. Hence comparing
the light source with resource-theory batteries is justified.



0
π

≡
0


dϕ Helec (ϕ) ⊗ |ϕ ϕ| + 1elec ⊗

2ϕ



2I

. (3)

In each term in Eq. (3), the first factor acts on an electronic
Hilbert space Helec , and the second acts on a configurational
Hilbert space Hϕ . 1elec and 1ϕ denote the identity operators
on Helec and on Hϕ . ϕ denotes the angular-momentum operator associated with the quasiclassical mode ϕ, which has a
moment of inertia I . The angular DOF is well-approximated
as quasiclassical due to the chemical groups’ sizes and
masses [16]: The groups localize at angular coordinates far
from the ϕ values at which Helec (ϕ) is degenerate, satisfying
the Born-Oppenheim approximation.
Our Hmol has the form of Hamiltonians in Refs. [66,76].
There, a switch changes the system-of-interest Hamiltonian.
ϕ acts as the switch here, and the electronic DOF acts as the
system. A related model appeared very recently in Ref. [81].
The electronic Hamiltonian has the form in Ref. [19]:
Helec (ϕ) = [(2E1 − E − E2 ) sin2 (ϕ/2)]|ψ0 ψ0 |
+ [E1 − (E1 − E ) sin2 (ϕ/2)]|ψ1 ψ1 |
λ
+ (|ψ0 ψ1 | + |ψ1 ψ0 |) .
(4)
2
Figure 1 illustrates the energy landscape. The diabatic basis
{|ψ0 , |ψ1 } approximately diagonalizes the Hamiltonian at
ϕ = 0, π . The constants E1 , E2 , E > 0 far exceed the interstate coupling λ > 0. The energy required to excite |ψ0 |ϕ =
0 to |ψ1 |ϕ = 0 is denoted by E1 . The energy of excitation

B. Resource-theory model for photoisomerization

The molecule begins in thermal equilibrium with the bath,1
in the state ρ = exp(−βHmol )/Zmol . This state follows from
1
In certain cases, the molecule may begin out of equilibrium [16,21,23]. A source of work and/or coherence keeps the
molecule from thermalizing. This resource can straightforwardly
be incorporated into our model. Such a resource would affect the
postexcitation states accessible to the molecule [the right-hand side
of Eq. (6)]. Our main result, the thermomajorization bound on
the photoisomerization yield, governs arbitrary postexcitation states.
Hence a nonequilibrium initial state does not affect our result’s form.
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long-time thermalization. We will focus on the molecule’s
later rotation, which happens over a short time and can break
the weak-coupling assumption that leads to thermal states. We
assume that Eq. (4) is parameterized such that the cis isomer
is strongly energetically preferred [19]: ρ ≈ |ψ0 ψ0 | ⊗ |ϕ =
0 ϕ = 0|. Our results extend straightforwardly to isomers
whose trans states are preferred, such as azobenzene.
We model photoisomerization with three thermal operations, represented by arrows →. First, the laser excites the
molecule,
e−βHmol /Zmol ⊗ ρlaser → ρi ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0| ,

(6)

at the angular coordinate ϕ = 0. The laser forms part of the
generalized environment B  traced out in Eq. (1). ρi denotes
the new electronic state, which depends on ρlaser and on the
thermal operation’s form (on how the molecule couples to
the bath and the laser). Our calculations are evaluated on a
range of ρi ’s from fully to barely excited (Secs. II C and II D).
Second, the molecule rotates:
ρi ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0| → ρ f ,

(7)

where ρ f denotes the postphotoisomerization state. Most of
its weight lies on the trans states, for which ϕ = π . Maximizing the isomerization yield amounts to maximizing the final
state’s weight on the lower trans level,
ρ− (π ) := E− (π ), ϕ = π |ρ f |E− (π ), ϕ = π .

(8)

with Lindblad evolution (Sec. III D). The bound is tight, we
find, when kinetic parameters favor photoisomerization.
A. Electronic energy coherences cannot influence the
photoisomerization yield

In conventional thermodynamics, a system’s free energy declines monotonically under spontaneous processes.
Resource-theory monotones behave similarly. A monotone
is a function f , evaluated on a system (ρ, H ), that decreases monotonically under free operations T [50,67,103]:
f (ρ, H )  f (T (ρ, H )). Monotones quantify resourcefulness,
which is eroded monotonically by free operations, i.e., thermalization. Different monotones quantify the system’s ability
to fuel different tasks, such as work extraction and timekeeping.
Coherence can be grouped into modes,
 each associated
with one energy gap [89,96]. Let H = j E j | j j| denote a
Hamiltonian that governs a state ρ. The ω mode of H consists
of the pairs ( j, k) whose gaps E j − Ek = ω. If ρ jk := j|ρ|k ,
then ρ jk encodes coherence when j = k. A state’s mode-ω
coherence has been
√ quantified with the one-norm [89], defined
as ||A||1 := Tr( AA† ) for a matrix A. Suppose that some
thermal operation T maps (ρ, H ) to (σ, H ). The modes’
one-norms decay monotonically and independently [89,96]:


||ρ jk ||1 
||σ jk ||1 ∀ω.
(9)
j,k:E j −Ek =ω

Third, the molecule thermalizes to exp(−βHmol )/Zmol .
Appendix D details a more sophisticated model for step
2: The thermal operation (7) is decomposed as a sequence of
thermal operations. The angular DOF ϕ serves as a quantum
clock [71–80] as the molecule rotates at some speed v. This
sequence models a dissipative Landau-Zener transition. The
sophisticated model (of a sequence of thermal operations) is
consistent with the simpler model (of one thermal operation):
Every composition of thermal operations is a thermal operation (Appendix A). Every thermal operation—including every
composite—obeys thermomajorization. To test our resourcetheory results, we compare them with specific minimal models in Secs. III D and IV B. The models involve specific
Lindbladian couplings between the photoisomer and the bath.
However, such specific couplings are not required for most of
our results.
III. LIMITATIONS ON PHOTOISOMERIZATION YIELD

The rotational thermal operation (7) leaves the photoisomer in a state ρ f . We upper-bound the isomerization yield
ρ− (π ) in two steps. First, we show that the electronic state’s
coherences relative to the energy eigenbasis cannot affect the
yield (Sec. III A). This result relies on the independence of
coherences’ and populations’ evolutions under thermal operations [89,96]. The coherences’ irrelevance enable us to bound
the yield by focusing on density matrices’ populations. The
populations’ evolutions are constrained by thermomajorization, a preorder that generalizes the second law of thermodynamics [63,66,97–103]. We review thermomajorization (Sec.
III B), then apply it to bound the photoisomerization yield
(Sec. III C). To evaluate the bound’s tightness, we compare

j,k:E j −Ek =ω

The modes’ independence follows from thermal operations’
commuting with time translations. We review the proof in
Appendix B. This result relies on sequential thermal operations’ modeling interactions with a Markovian bath. Markovianity is a common assumption that models rhodopsin’s
photoisomerization [104].
The molecule’s Helec (0) has a coherence mode ω1 =
E+ (0) − E− (0) = E1 and a population mode ω0 = 0. The
initial state ≈|E− (0) lacks coherence, so the laser provides
all the coherence in the photoexcited state ρi . Suppose,
for example, that the laser creates an even superposition,
√1 (|E− (0) + |E+ (0) )|ϕ = 0 , as in Fig. 2(b). Photoexcita2
tion gives the state a nonzero amount,









(ρ
)
(10)
i jk  = 1,


( j,k)=(+,−),(−,+)
1

of coherence. Since modes transform independently under
thermal operations, the ω1 electronic coherence cannot influence the ω0 populations. If the target trans state is an energy
eigenstate, then injecting coherence into the electronic state
via photoexcitation cannot improve the isomerization yield.
B. Background: Thermomajorization

The coherences’ irrelevance frees us to focus on density matrices’ populations when bounding the photoisomerization yield. The thermomajorization preorder governs the
populations’ evolution under thermal operations [63,66,97–
103]. Thermomajorization implies necessary and sufficient
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(ρ, H ) by codifying the system’s informational and energetic
resourcefulness.

(c)

C. Thermomajorization bound on the photoisomerization yield

FIG. 2. Thermomajorization bound on the photoisomerization
yield ρ− (π ) and comparisons with equilibrium statistical mechanics.
The red dashed curve shows the predicted equilibrium yield, and the
blue solid curve shows the resource-theory bound. Possible optimal
yields (gray region) are shown for an initially excited state (a),
an initial superposition (b), and an unexcited state (c). The insets
illustrate the molecule’s energy levels. The shaded dots show the
initial state’s probability weights.

conditions for the existence of a thermal operation that maps
one energy-diagonal state into another.2
Thermomajorization can be characterized as follows. Let

H = dj=1 E j | j j| denote a Hamiltonian that governs a state


ρ of energy diagonal D(ρ) := j | j j|ρ| j j| = j r j | j j|.
Consider rescaling the probabilities with Boltzmann factors, r j eβE j , and ordering the products from greatest to
least:
eβE j rk  eβEk for all j  > k  . Consider the points
α r j  −βE
( j  =1 e j , αj  =1 p j  ), for all α = 1, 2, . . . , d. Connecting
them with straight lines defines a piecewise-linear curve.
This Gibbs-rescaled Lorenz curve is denoted by L(ρ,H ) (x),
wherein the x-coordinates run from 0 to the partition function,

Z := dj=1 exp(−βE j ). Let (σ, H ) denote another system,
represented by a Lorenz curve L(σ,H ) (x). If the (ρ, H ) curve
lies above or on the (σ, H ) curve at all x values, then (ρ, H ) is
said to thermomajorize (σ, H ). If and only if (ρ, H ) thermomajorizes (σ, H ) does some thermal operation map the first
state’s energy diagonal to the second state’s:
L(ρ,H ) (x)  L(σ,H ) (x) ∀x ∈ [0, Z]
⇔ ∃T : T (D(ρ), H ) = (D(σ ), H ).

(11)

Relation (11) generalizes the second law of thermodynamics
to arbitrarily small systems and to single-shot transformations. The curve L(ρ,H ) illustrates the thermodynamic value of

2
If the states are not energy-diagonal, then a generalization of
thermomajorization encapsulates the necessary and sufficient conditions [105]. Bounding photoisomerization does not require the
generalization: The coherences cannot affect the photoisomerization
yield, which is one of the populations (Sec. II A).

To bound the optimal photoisomerization yield ρ− (π ),
we construct the Gibbs-rescaled Lorenz curves for (i) the
postexcitation state ρi ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0| and (ii) the postrotation state ρ f . We then solve for the greatest ρ− (π ) that enables
the photoexcited state to thermomajorize ρ f . The calculations
were numerical; the code used is available at [106].
The study has the following focus. We concentrate on the
angles ϕ = 0, π that define the cis and trans configurations.
Extensions of this four-level model are straightforward and
follow from our results, as discussed below. We assess how the
bound depends on the cis-trans energy gap E := E− (π ) −
E− (0), expressed in units of 1/β. We focus on the physically
relevant regime in which the ground-state-to-metastable-state
gap is far smaller than the cis gap: E  E+ (0) − E− (0) =:
E1 .
Figure 2 shows results for three photoexcited states ρi .
These states interpolate between two extremes, the fully excited |ψ1 |ϕ = 0 and the ground state |ψ0 |ϕ = 0 . If the
laser fails to excite the molecule, then thermal excitations
drive any isomerization. In all three cases, we can identify
kinetic setups in which the photoisomerization yield saturates
the resource-theory bound (Appendix C).
We compare the resource-theory bound with the
Boltzmann-factor yield predicted by equilibrium statistical
mechanics, ρ− (π ) = exp[−βE− (π )]/Zmol . For all ρi , the
equilibrium yield lies below the thermomajorization bound,
as required. Moreover, the equilibrium yield lower-bounds
the optimal yield: Any additional kinetic preference
for converting cis to trans increases the yield. With
thermomajorization upper-bounding possible outcomes, and
equilibrium statistical mechanics lower-bounding them, we
obtain a range of possible yields as a function of ρi and E .
Suppose that the laser fully excites the molecule, to ρi =
|E+ (0) E+ (0)|. Thermomajorization caps the yield trivially at
one, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Hence energy conservation and the
fixed-temperature bath do not limit the isomerization yield.
The unboundedness persists across the physically reasonable
gaps E  E1 .
If the laser half-excites the molecule, such that D(ρi ) =
1
|E
(0) E+ (0)| + 21 |E− (0) E− (0)|, then the yield obeys the
2 +
bounds in Fig. 2(b). When E = 0, the thermomajorization
bound <1. As E grows, the bound approaches 1/2. The
bound remains 1/2 for greater values of E than the plot
shows.
Now, suppose that the laser fails to excite the molecule
significantly: ρi = (1 − )|E− (0) E− (0)| + |E+ (0) E+ (0)|,
wherein  1. Thermal excitations drive the isomerization, whose bounds are shown in Fig. 2(c). At large E ,
the resource-theory bound asymptotes to . The bound approaches 1 as E shrinks to 0.
Resource-theory insights explain several trends. If the
laser fully excites the molecule, we saw, thermomajorization implies only that ρ− (π )  1. The reason follows from
how, as reflected in L(ρ,H ) , thermodynamic resourcefulness
decomposes into information and energy. The initial state
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is an energy eigenstate, ρi = |E+ (0) E+ (0)|, so an energy
measurement’s outcome is perfectly predictable. ρi therefore
encodes maximal information. ρi also has more energetic
value than the lower trans state, as E1 > E . Hence ρi has far
more resourcefulness than |E− (π ) . The fundamental thermodynamic limitations of energy conservation and temperature
do not constrain the ability of ρi to transform into |E− (π ) .
Only kinetic practicalities, such as relaxation rates, do.
As probability weight shifts downward in ρi , ρi loses energetic value. ρi loses also informational value: The diagonal,
D(ρi ), grows more mixed. Hence the solid blue curve in
Fig. 2(b) lies below the solid blue curve in Fig. 2(a). But the
mixed D(ρi ) retains significant energetic value, since E1 
E . If the laser fails to excite the molecule, ρi regains informational value, being the energy eigenstate |E− (0) E− (0)|.
The dearth of energy outweighs this informational value,
however.
Our four-level model can be extended: The isomer can
begin or end in a probabilistic combination of configurations
ϕ. The Gibbs-rescaled Lorenz curves will be calculated by the
same procedure. The more the state’s weight is distributed
across configurations, the less predictable an energy measurement, and so the lesser the state’s thermodynamic value.
Hence a distribution over initial configurations will lower the
bound, and a distribution over final configurations will tighten
the bound. Realistic mixtures of final states will be dominated
by the |ϕ = 0 and |ϕ = π on which we focus.
D. Kinetic factors that saturate bound

Can the upper bounds be saturated? We gain insight from a
minimal kinetic model of the postphotoexcitation relaxation.
We model the molecule’s evolution with the Lindblad master equation ρ̇(t ) = − h̄i [H, ρ(t )] + L(ρ(t )). The first term
represents the system’s coherent dynamics. We again focus
on two
 angular states, so that the minimal Hamiltonian is
H ≈ ϕ=0,π Helec (ϕ) [Eq. (5)]. We set E− (0) = 0 and, as
before, E+ (0) = E1 and E− (π ) = E . For simplicity, we take
E+ (π ) = E1 + E , and we work in the physically relevant
regime E1  E > 0. The levels’ populations are denoted by
pμ (ϕ). The Lindblad equation’s second term,
 
1
i Bi ρBi† − {Bi† Bi , ρ(t )} ,
(12)
L(ρ) =
2
i
reflects the influence of the bath, which decoheres the
state and dissipates energy. We choose Lindblad operators
BEμ (ϕ),Eμ (ϕ  ) = |Eμ (ϕ) Eμ (ϕ  )|, for each pair of energy eigenstates. Each Bi dissipates at a rate i that satisfies local
detailed balance, so the system relaxes toward a thermal state.
The parameters strongly kinetically prefer relaxation into the
trans state (Appendix C).
Figure 3 shows the time-dependent densities following
relaxation from the initial conditions in Sec. III C. Figure 3(a) follows from the fully excited initial state ρi =
|E+ (0) E+ (0)|, and Fig. 3(b) follows from the partially excited ρi = 21 |E+ (0) E+ (0)| + 21 |E− (0) E− (0)|. In these cases,
the thermomajorization bound is saturated at intermediate
times before thermalization reduces the yield to its equilibrium value. In contrast, Fig. 3(c) follows from a barely excited
initial state, ρi = (1 − )|E− (0) E− (0)| + |E+ (0) E+ (0)|,

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Comparison of thermomajorization bound with timedependent Lindblad dynamics. Calculations are performed on the
four-level system shown on the right. The filled circles illustrate the
initial probability weights, and the arrows signify the possible transitions. Each energy level’s population evolves as the correspondingly
colored curves in the plots: |E+ (0) (dotted black), |E− (π ) (solid
red), |E− (0) (dashed blue), and |E+ (π ) (solid gray). The grayed
area denotes the region accessible to |E− (π ) according to thermomajorization. Population dynamics are shown following (a) full
excitation to |E+ (0) , (b) half-excitation to a state of energy diagonal 21 |E+ (0) E+ (0)| + |E− (0) E− (0)|, and (c) failure to excite the
state significantly: ρi = (1 − )|E− (0) E− (0)| + |E+ (0) E+ (0)|,
wherein  1. The parameters used are βE = 1.5, βE1 = 30,
β h̄E+ (0),E− (π ) = 1, and β h̄E+ (0),E− (0) = β h̄E+ (π ),E+ (0) = 0.01.

wherein  1. The yield maximizes, reaching the resourcetheory bound, at very long times set by the large barrier in the
ground electronic state, E− (ϕ) (Fig. 1).
IV. LIMITATIONS ON COHERENCE FOLLOWING
PHOTOISOMERIZATION

Photoexcitation may inject coherence into the molecule’s
state. By “coherence,” we mean coherence relative to the
energy eigenbasis in the electronic state. Such coherence
might be expected, a priori, to contribute to the molecule’s
rotation. Using the resource-theory tool of monotones, we
bound the amount of coherence in ρ f . Our argument involves
sequential thermal operations, which model, in the resource
theory, interactions with a Markovian bath. Markovianity is
a common assumption that models rhodopsin’s photoisomerization [104]. This coherence has an application detailed in
Appendix F: Work can be extracted from the coherence if
photoisomers interact.
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A. Fisher-information monotone

Focusing on ϕ = 0, π , we upper-bounded the isomerization yield ρ− (π ) (Sec. III C). But we might wish to calculate
ρ− (π ), using resource-theory tools. We must model the full
rotation, ϕ ∈ [0, π ], within the resource theory. We do so in
Appendix D, treating ϕ as a quantum clock [71–80]. The
chemical groups’ angular momentum, ϕ , governs the speed
at which the clock “hand” rotates. To illustrate how the
momentum can affect the dynamics, we linearize Helec (ϕ)
[Eq. (4)] near the avoiding crossing point. For simplicity, we
assume that the momentum remains constant.
The resulting Hamiltonian has the form of a Landau-Zener
model,
λ
(|ψ0 ψ1 | + H.c.),
2
(13)
illustrated near the crossing point in Fig. 1. The Hamiltonian changes at a speed v ∝ |dϕ/dt| that has dimensions
of energy/time. The time, t, runs from −∞ to ∞ in the
Landau-Zener model.
We can understand the model by evaluating limits in an example. Suppose that the molecule begins in the upper diabatic
level, |ψ1 . If v  λ2 /h̄, then the state evolves adiabatically,
changing from |ψ1 but remaining in the upper instantaneous
eigenstate. If v  λ2 /h̄, the state evolves diabatically, remaining (approximately) |ψ1 , which becomes approximately the
lower energy eigenstate. Isomerization in the presence of a
thermal bath amounts to a dissipative Landau-Zener transition [107–110]. We model such transitions within the resource
theory in Appendix D. Here, we quantify the postisomerization coherence in the electronic state with the quantum Fisher
information IF relative to the Hamiltonian, a resource-theory
monotone [111].
IF quantifies mixed and pure states’ coherences [111,112].3
Let ρ denote a quantum state that eigendecomposes as ρ =

j r j | j j|. The Fisher information with respect to a Hamiltonian H is
HLZ (t ) ≈ −vt (|ψ1 ψ1 | − |ψ0 ψ0 |) +

IF (ρ, H ) = 2

 (r j − rk )2
| j|H|k |2 .
r
+
r
j
k
j,k

(14)

IF quantifies the state’s ability to distinguish instants as a
quantum clock [111]. When evaluated on a pure state, IF
reduces to four times the energy variance, H 2 − H 2 .
We can calculate explicitly the Fisher information in the
postphotoisomerization state. We temporarily assume that
the molecule ends in the trans configuration (with ϕ = π ),
rather than in a statistical mixture of cis and trans states.
This assumption simplifies the calculation, which can be
generalized, and is physically realistic. We eigendecom⊗ |ϕ =
pose the postphotoisomerization state as ρ f = ρ elec
f

π ϕ = π | = i, j=0,1 ρi j |ψi ψ j | ⊗ |ϕ = π ϕ = π |. For the

3

IF is one of multiple monotones that quantify coherence. Photoisomers’ coherence has been measured, for example, with rate-constant
behavior [113].
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Landau-Zener Hamiltonian,

2


 elec

vt f
2
Re(ρ01 ) , (15)
IF ρ f , HLZ (t f ) = λ 1 − 2ρ00 − 4
λ
wherein the density matrix and the Hamiltonian are evaluated
at t = t f  λ/v. The gap, λ, sets the distance tuned through
in energy space, due to (i) the Hamiltonian’s linearization and
(ii) the order-one change in the angle, π . We have invoked the
state’s normalization, ρ00 + ρ11 = 1. We simplify and bound
Eq. (15) in Appendix E. The result is


2
+
2 2 −πλ2 /(2h̄v)
IF ρ elec
1−e−πλ /(2h̄v) .
f , HLZ (t f )  IF := 16v t f e
(16)
2

The proportionality to the squared momentum, (vt f ) , quantifies how underdamping near the avoided crossing generates
more coherence than overdamping would generate. An expression similar to Eq. (16) has been derived in the context
of parameter estimation on a closed Landau-Zener transition [114].
B. Dissipative Landau-Zener transition

To study the bath’s effects on the Landau-Zener evolution
of the electronic coherences, we have evaluated IF on the
molecule’s postrotation state, ρ f , again using the Lindblad
master equation. The system Hamiltonian H approximately
has the Landau-Zener form HLZ (t ). We suppose that the system couples to the bath through the operator B = |ψ1 ψ1 | −
|ψ0 ψ0 |. Relative to the HLZ (t ) eigenbasis near the avoided
crossing, B is represented by a nondiagonal matrix. Hence
B transfers population between energy levels, at a rate .
At frequencies resonant with the photoisomer away from the
avoided crossing, the bath’s density of states is expected to
be vanishingly small. Thus, away from the avoided crossing,
the bath’s action can be ignored to first order in the systembath coupling. This Lindbladian and alternatives have been
ascribed to the Landau-Zener transition elsewhere [109].
To obtain ρ f , we prepared the electronic state |ψ1 and
simulated evolution from times t = −t f to t f = 50h̄/λ. For
simplicity, we adopt a unit system in which λ = h̄ = 1. We
focus on the dependencies on v and .
Figure 4(a) shows the photoisomerization yields, under
Landau-Zener dynamics, for different decohence rates. If  =
0, then the yield is well-described by the canonical Landau2
). At
Zener transition probability ρ− (π ) = ρ11 ≈ exp (− πλ
2h̄v
2
low speeds, v h̄/λ  1, the yield is small. The system evolves
adiabatically, ending in the diabatic state |ψ0 . At high speeds,
v h̄/λ2  1, the yield is greater: The system lacks time to
transition to |ψ0 and so remains in |ψ1 .
Consider raising the phase-damping rate  at a fixed v.
If the speed is low, v h̄/λ2  1, then the yield rises. If the
speed is large, v/λ  , then the yield about equals its
decoherence-free value, regardless of . The yield minimizes
when  ≈ v/λ: The decoherence’s mixing of energy eigenstates, which transfers about half the state’s weight to the
lower energy level, balances adiabaticity’s preservation of the
upper level’s weight.
Similar behavior was observed in Ref. [109]. See
Refs. [115,116] for further treatments of coherence in
dissipative Landau-Zener transitions. Whereas earlier work
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In summary, isomerization partially trades off with electronic coherences relative to the energy eigenbasis. Little population transfer, which is undesirable, accompanies little coherence. Little coherence accompanies also a desirable large
population transfer. Midsize population transfer accompanies
large coherences. We have quantified these trends with the
Fisher information. Moreover, electronic energy coherences
do not straightforwardly promote isomerization in this minimal model.
V. DISCUSSION

FIG. 4. Dissipative Landau-Zener model for the lower trans
state’s population and for coherence, relative to the energy eigenbasis, in the electronic state. The initial state, |ψ1 , was evolved
from an initial time of −t f to t f = 50 h̄/λ. (a) Final lower-translevel population as a function of transition speed, v, for different
dephasing rates . (b) Reduced Fisher information, as a function
of v for different dephasing rates . The grayed area represents the
monotone bound (16).

focused mostly on the populations, we quantify how the
electronic energy coherences evolve in the dissipative LandauZener problem.
Figure 4(b) shows the Fisher information scaled by
1/(4v 2t 2f ). When  = 0, IF adheres to the asymptotic prediction IF+ [Eq. (16)], represented by the grayed region. The
asymptotic bound (16) limits the coherence, we verified,
for finite . Raising  above 0 decreases the scaled Fisher
information toward 0.
The scaled coherence peaks at an intermediate speed given
by Eq. (16). At this v, half the population transitions from
the initial excited state, |ψ1 , to the final ground state, |ψ1 .
Transitioning half the population spreads probability weight
evenly across the energy levels. Even spreading accompanies
maximal coherence. This observation agrees with the quantum adiabatic theorem: If HLZ (t ) changes slowly, then the
electronic DOF remains in an instantaneous energy eigenstate.
The final state, |E+ (π ) , therefore lacks coherence. If HLZ (t )
changes quickly, the state has no time evolve away from |ψ1 .
Since |ψ1 becomes the HLZ (t f ) ground level, the final state
again lacks coherence. Hence low and high v’s lead to small
coherences that we have quantified with IF /(4v 2t 2f ).

We have derived fundamental limitations on photoisomerization, using thermodynamic resource theories. The bounds
are simple, general, and derived from few assumptions. Yet
the results shed light on the roles played by information,
energy, and coherence in molecules prevalent in natural and
artificial materials.
Similar insights may follow from modeling other chemical
systems with thermodynamic resource theories. Candidates
include chlorophyll [117–120] and photovoltaics [121–125].
Exciton transport there may be bounded as isomerization is
here. Additionally, azobenzene has been attached to carbon
nanotubes [31]. The attachment raised the isomers’ capacity
for storing solar fuel by 200%, though 30% was expected.
The improvements achievable—and the engineering effort
exerted—might be upper bounded with a variation on our
model.
This work leverages resource theories, which have remained largely abstract, to solve known problems in experimental systems. A bridge for thermodynamic resource theories from mathematical physics to the real physical world was
called for recently [126]; construction has just begun [90,127–
129]. Experimental proposals designed to realize resourcetheory results have provided a valuable first step. The present
paper progresses from artifice to explaining diverse phenomena realized already in nature and in experiments, to
answering questions already asked in atomic, molecular, and
optical physics and chemistry. This program may be advanced
through this paper’s resource-theory model for Landau-Zener
transitions, which occur across chemistry and many-body
physics.
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APPENDIX B: WHY MODES OF COHERENCE
TRANSFORM INDEPENDENTLY UNDER THERMAL
OPERATIONS

APPENDIX A: EVERY COMPOSITION OF THERMAL
OPERATIONS IS A THERMAL OPERATION

This note reviews why modes of coherence transform independently under thermal operations. The independence rests
on thermal operations’ covariance with respect to the time
translations generated by the system-of-interest Hamiltonian.
The note relies on Ref. [96], by Marvian and Spekkens, and
on Ref. [70], by Lostaglio et al. Marvian and Spekkens reason
generally about U(1) symmetry. Lostaglio et al. tailor Marvian
and Spekkens’s results to time-translation symmetry, basing
their conclusions on Marvian and Spekkens’s arguments.

Let (ρ, H ) represent a system S of interest. S evolves
under an arbitrary thermal operation E as
(ρ, H ) → E (ρ, H ) = (Tr a (U [ρ ⊗ e−βHB /Z]U † ),
H + HB − Ha ).

(A1)

HB denotes the bath Hamiltonian, and Z := Tr(e−βHB /Z )
denotes the partition function. a denotes a discarded ancilla
that is not coupled to the rest of the system by any term
in H + HB . The unitary U preserves the total Hamiltonian:
[U, H + HB ] = 0. Let Ẽ denote another thermal operation:
(ρ, H ) → Ẽ (ρ, H ) = (Tr ã (Ũ [ρ ⊗ e−βHB̃ /Z̃]Ũ † ),
H + HB̃ − Hã ).

(A2)

The tilded quantities are defined analogously to their tilde-free
analogues. Consider composing the thermal operations:
(ρ, H ) → Ẽ (E (ρ, H ))

(A3)

= (Tr ã (Ũ {Tr a (U [ρ ⊗ e−βHB /Z]U † ) ⊗ e−βHB̃ /Z̃}Ũ † ),
H + HB − Ha + HB̃ − Hã ).

(A4)

We will show that the composite is a thermal operation:

1. System of interest, decompositions, and definitions

Let S = (ρ, H ) denote the initial system. The operators
are defined on a Hilbert space H. Lostaglio et al. focus on
nondegenerate Hamiltonians H. (The molecule’s Hamiltonian
lacks degeneracies in our study.) The Hamiltonian eigendecomposes as H|n = ωn |n .
We can decompose
the state in terms of the energy eigen
basis: ρ = n,m ρnm |n m|. The coefficients ρnm form a matrix. Column n corresponds to the energy ωn , and row m
corresponds to the energy ωm . The gap ωn − ωm defines a
mode. Multiple elements ρnm can correspond to the same
mode. Summing these elements yields “the component of ρ in
mode ω”:

ρ (ω) :=
ρnm |n m|.
(B1)
n,m : ωn −ωm =ω

Ẽ (E (ρ, H )) = (Tr ā (Ū [ρ ⊗ e−βHB̄ /Z̄]Ū † ), H + HB̄ − Hā ),
(A5)
for some bath Hamiltonian B̄, some unitary Ū , and some
uncoupled ancilla ā.
Let us return to Eq. (A4). The tensoring on of e−βHB̃ /Z̃
does not change the state of a. Nor does Ũ act on the Hilbert
space of a. Hence the tensoring on and the Ũ commute with
the Tr a (.). During the commutation, an 1B is tensored onto the
Ũ , such that Ũ ⊗ 1B acts on the Hilbert space of S + B + B̃.
The traces compose as Tr ã (Tr a (.)) = Tr ã+a (.) ≡ Tr ā (.):
Ẽ (E (ρ, H )) = (Tr ā ([Ũ ⊗ 1B ]{U [ρ ⊗ e−βHB /Z]U †
⊗ e−βHB̃ /Z̃}[Ũ ⊗ 1B ]† ), H + HB + HB̃ − Hā ).
(A6)
The U does not act on the B̃ Hilbert space. Hence the
U commutes with the tensoring on of e−βHB̃ /Z̃. In commuting the U out, we must tensor onto it a 1B̃ . The unitaries
compose as (Ũ ⊗ 1B )(U ⊗ 1B̃ ) =: Ū . This operator is unitary and conserves the global Hamiltonian, H + HB + HB̃ .
Hence

The state decomposes in terms of modes as

ρ=
ρ (ω) .

Consider evolving a ρ (ω) under the system’s Hamiltonian. The
mode acquires a phase:
ρ (ω) = e−iHt ρ (ω) eiHt = e−iωt ρ (ω) .

(B3)

2. Thermal operations

Let E denote any thermal operation in which the bath, and
only the bath, is discarded:
E ((ρ, H )) = (σ, H ),

(B4)

for some density operator σ defined on H. The thermal operation is covariant with respect to the translations generated
by H: Let HB denote the Hamiltonian of the bath system
that couples to S, B = (e−βHB /Z, HB ). For every operator O
defined on H,
E (e−iHt OeiHt )
= Tr B (U [e−iHt OeiHt ⊗ e−βHB /Z]U † ),
−iHt

= Tr B (U [e

Ẽ (E (ρ, H )) = (Tr B̄ (Ū [ρ ⊗ e−βHB /Z ⊗ e−βHB̃ /Z̃]Ū † ),
H + HB + HB̃ − Hā ).

(B2)

ω

The composition of two Gibbs states is a Gibbs state:
e−βHB /Z ⊗ e−βHB̃ /Z̃ = e−βHB̄ /Z̄, wherein HB̄ := HB + HB̃ .
Equation (A7) therefore has the form of Eq. (A5).
042116-9

⊗e

Oe

−i(H +HB )t

(A7)

−iHB t

iHt

= Tr B (U {e

−βHB

(e

−βHB

[O ⊗ e

(B5)

/Z )e

iHB t

i(H +HB )t

/Z]e

†

]U ), (B6)

}),

= Tr B (e−i(H +HB )t U [O ⊗ e−βHB /Z]U † ei(H +HB )t ),
−iHt

Tr B (U [O ⊗ e

−iHt

E (O)e

=e

=e

−βHB

iHt

.

†

/Z]U )e

iHt

,

(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
(B10)
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The first equality follows from the thermal operation’s definition. Equation (B6) follows from the bath state’s invariance
under the time translations generated by HB . Equation (B7)
follows from the commutation of H with HB . The commutation of U with H + HB , codified in the definition of E, implies
Eq. (B8). Equation (B9) represents the equivalence of two
protocols: (i) evolving the whole system under H + HB , then
discarding the bath, and (ii) discarding the bath, then evolving
S under H.
Claim: Let

σ (ω)
(B11)
σ =
ω

denote the mode decomposition of σ . We wish to prove
that the coherences relative to the H eigenbasis transform
independently under the thermal operations in which the bath,
and only the bath, is traced out:
E (ρ

(ω)

)=σ

(ω)

.

(B12)

We substitute O = ρ ω into Eq. (B10):
e−iHt E (ρ (ω) )eiHt = E (e−iHt ρ (ω) eiHt ),
−iω (ω)

= E (e

−iω

=e

ρ

E (ρ

(ω)

(B13)

at early times t  1/E+ (0),E− (0) . The population grows,
from 0 at t = 0, with the effective rate k = E+ (0),E− (π ) +
E− (π ),E+ (0) . Our qualitative results are insensitive to the
specific parameters studied, if the constants satisfy Ineqs. (C2)
and (C3). In the intermediate-time limit, 1/E+ (0),E− (0) 
t  1/k, the molecule likely isomerizes: ρ− (π )
approaches 1.
APPENDIX D: RESOURCE-THEORY MODEL FOR
DISSIPATIVE LANDAU-ZENER PROBLEM

We model the dissipative Landau-Zener transition of
Sec. IV B within the thermodynamic resource theory. This
quantum-information approach may offer insights into the
interplay between energy and coherence in Landau-Zener
transitions across chemistry and condensed matter.

).

(B15)

The Landau-Zener problem involves a speed v and so
time. In contrast, every thermal operation T has timetranslation covariance [89]: e−iHt T (ρ)eiHt = T (e−iHt ρeiHt ),
if ρ denotes a state governed by the Hamiltonian H. We
must therefore introduce a clock into our resource-theory
formalism [52,53,55,56,75–80,131]. Clocks have been modeled as instances of more-general reference frames [76–80],
A reference frame is a resource that effectively lifts a
superselection rule such as energy conservation. A good
clock occupies an even superposition of many energy eigenstates [52,53,55,56,75,131] and so has substantial coherence.
A clock can dictate which Hamiltonian governs the system of
interest at any given instant.



= e−β[Eμ (ϕ)−Eμ (ϕ )] ,

(C1)

so the system relaxes toward a thermal state. To model
the slowness of thermal isomerization, we set E− (0),E− (π ) =
E− (π ),E− (0) = 0. Also processes involving the high-energy
state |E+ (π ) can be ignored. The numerical evaluations of the
master equation were accomplished using QuTip code [130].
The Lindblad equation can be solved analytically, though
the solution is complicated. We can gain intuition from the
regime
E+ (0),E− (π )  E+ (0),E− (0) ,

(C2)

in which relaxation into the trans state is kinetically preferred.
Furthermore, satisfying Inequality (C2) and

4

(C4)

1. Clocks

We choose Lindblad operators BEμ (ϕ),Eμ (ϕ  ) = |Eμ (ϕ)
Eμ (ϕ  )|, for each pair of energy eigenstates. Each Bi dissipates at a rate i assumed to satisfy local detailed balance,

E1  E

1
(1 − e−tk )
1 + eβ(E −E1 )

(B14)

APPENDIX C: DETAILS ABOUT LINDBLAD EVOLUTION

Eμ (ϕ  ),Eμ (ϕ)

ρ− (π ) =

),

Equation (B14) follows from Eq. (B3). Equation (B15) follows from the convex linearity of quantum operations, which
include thermal operations.4 The left-hand side of Eq. (B13),
with Eq. (B15), implies that E (ρ (ω) ) belongs to mode ω.
Therefore, by Eq. (B11), E (ρ (ω) ) is σ (ω) .

Eμ (ϕ),Eμ (ϕ  )

simultaneously enables the Lindblad evolution to saturate the
resource-theory bounds, as we shall see. Under Ineq. (C2), the
ground trans state has a population of

(C3)

Convex-linear operators O map convex combinations to convex
combinations: If {p j } denotes a probability
 and ρ j de distribution
notes a density operator defined on H, O( j p j ρ j ) = j p j O(ρ j ).

2. Molecular clock

The molecular configuration ϕ serves as a clock in Eq. (3).
The rotating chemical group, shown in Fig. 1, serves as the
clock hand. When ϕ = 0, the hand effectively points to 12:00,
and the cis Hamiltonian Helec (ϕ = 0) governs the electronic
DOF. When ϕ = π , the hand effectively points to 6:00, and
the trans Hamiltonian Helec (ϕ = π ) governs the electronic
DOF.
A reliable clock hand has at least two properties: (i) Which
number the hand points to can be distinguished. (ii) The
clock hand sweeps across the clock face steadily. To serve
as a good clock, therefore, the chemical group should have
a well-defined angular position ϕ and a well-defined angular
momentum ϕ . The chemical group can have both due to
its semiclassicality: Being large, the chemical group collides
with other molecules frequently. The collisions localize the
chemical group spatially. Being heavy, the chemical group
h̄
is expected to have a large angular momentum: ϕ ∼ mr
,
wherein m denotes the mode’s effective mass and r denotes
the molecule’s radius. The configuration occupies a state
analogous to a coherent state of light [77,132] and to the
Gaussian clock state in Ref. [78].
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3. Evolution

As the molecule rotates, the clock hand ticks forward.
To simplify the discussion, we will use the Schrödinger
picture. In contrast, many thermodynamic-resource-theory
calculations are performed in the interaction picture: Consider
a system S that interacts with a bath B during a thermal
operation T . A Hamiltonian-conserving unitary U evolves
S + B: [U, HS + HB ] = 0. The conservation enables us to
ignore the evolution generated by HS + HB .
We discretize ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ] into 2 f values, for a fixed value
of f :


2 f −1

2ϕ
Hmol =
Helec (ϕ j ) ⊗ |ϕ j ϕ j | + 1elec ⊗
. (D1)
2I
j=0
When t = 0, ϕ0 = 0, and when t = t f , ϕ = π . We extend the
angle to be ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ), such that ϕ2 f = ϕ0 . This extension
can facilitate the mathematics regardless of whether a photoisomer opens to ϕ = π or to ϕ = 2π . We have discretized
ϕ for physical realism and for convenience of application of
resource-theory results. Discretizing ϕ, using an analog of
the discrete-variable representation basis [133], is formally
equivalent to truncating the energy eigenbasis with a highenergy cutoff. Because we focus on finite-energy excitations,
instantaneous energy eigenstates with energies much higher
than the initial state’s can be ignored: They will not couple
to the evolution during the Landau-Zener transition. Resource
theorists often prefer to study discrete systems. Yet a continuous version of the Lorenz curve, the cumulous distribution
function, exists. Furthermore, a model for extending resourcetheory results to continuous appears in Appendix G of [92].
We model the evolution as a sequence of two alternating
time steps: (i) A “tick operation” shifts the clock hand forward, changing the Hamiltonian Helec (ϕ) experienced by the
electronic DOF. We model the electronic state as approximately constant during this time step. (ii) The new Helec (ϕ)
evolves the electronic state for a time t. The greater the t,
the more slowly the molecule rotates.
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h̄
. Each new
In the intermediate regime, t ≈ E+ (ϕ)−E
− (ϕ)
Helec (ϕ) updates the state, but not to an eigenstate of the
instantaneous Hamiltonian.

5. Ticking operation

To introduce the ticking operation, we temporarily disregard the bath. The operator
2 f −1

Utick := 1elec ⊗

|ϕ j+1 ϕ j |

(D2)

j=0
†
Utick =
rotates the molecule. The operator is unitary, Utick
†
UtickUtick
= 1elec ⊗ 1ϕ , by the modularity of ϕ.
The system-and-clock Hamiltonian can generate Utick if the
clock evolves under a Hamiltonian proportional to its momentum [71–74,76,78]. This requirement stipulates, in our case,
that Hϕ = cϕ . The constant c ∈ R can be set to one. This
Hamiltonian has an eigenspectrum unbounded from below
and so is unphysical. If the clock Hamiltonian were physical,
we could use this result to model, resource-theoretically, a
molecule tumbling by itself.
Nevertheless, we can use the ideal clock to understand how
the molecule’s angular DOF serves as an imperfect clock.
The ideal clock’s Hϕ ∝ ϕ kicks the clock hand forward: Hϕ
i
generates a unitary e− h̄ ϕ t that evolves the clock as |ϕ j →
i
e− h̄ ϕ t |ϕ j = |ϕ j + t ≡ |ϕ j+1 . Again, we have translated the
notation of Ref. [76] into our notation.
Our clock’s Hamiltonian equals the kinetic energy in
(ϕ )2
Eq. (3): Hϕ = 2I
. This Hϕ not only shifts the angular DOF
forward, but also spreads out the DOF’s state in position
space. This spreading is not expected to change the state
much, due to the chemical group’s near-classicality. To reconcile the molecule’s Hamiltonian with the quantum-clock
formalism more precisely, one might adapt [78]. In Ref. [78],
Woods et al. approximate the Hc ∝ ϕ clock with an oscillator
whose Hilbert space has a finite dimensionality.

4. Speeds

This model has three regimes: the sudden-quench limit,
the quantum-adiabatic limit, and intermediate speeds. Let us
introduce these regimes in turn. To facilitate understanding,
we suppose that the electronic DOF begins in an eigenstate
|E+ (0) of Helec (0).
h̄
In the sudden-quench limit, t  E+ (ϕ)−E
for all ϕ.
− (ϕ)
No intermediate Helec (ϕ)’s have time to evolve the electronic
DOF. The electronic state remains |E+ (0) , while Helec (ϕ)
changes drastically. The final electronic state may therefore
have coherence relative to the final energy eigenbasis.
h̄
In the quantum-adiabatic limit, t  E+ (ϕ)−E
for all
− (ϕ)
ϕ. After the first time step, Helec (ϕ1 ) evolves the electronic
state |E+ (0) . A matrix diagonal relative to the Helec (ϕ0 )
eigenbasis represents the initial state, |E+ (0) E+ (0)|, while
an off-diagonal matrix represents Helec (ϕ1 ). The off-diagonal
elements change the state. The change is sizable, because t
is large. In the t → ∞ limit, the change evolves the state
into an eigenstate of Helec (ϕ1 ).



6. Dissipative ticking operation

Let us reincorporate the bath into the model. While rotating, the molecule jostles bath particles. They carry off energy
dissipated as Helec (ϕ) changes.
To model the dissipation, we assume that the bath Hamiltonian’s spectrum is dense and contains gaps of all sizes: For every electronic energy eigenstate |E± (ϕ j ) , HB has eigenstates
±
such that the energy leaving the molecule
|E j± and |E j+1
enters the bath:
E± (ϕ j )|Helec (ϕ j )|E± (ϕ j ) + E j± |HB |E j±
±
±
= E± (ϕ j )|Helec (ϕ j+1 )|E± (ϕ j ) + E j+1
|HB |E j+1
.

(D3)
For simplicity, we assume that B has only one pair |E j± ,
±
|E j+1
that satisfies condition (D3), for each j. This assumption can be relaxed.
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The isometry
2 f −1

Ūtick :=



 μ

E jμ 
|Eμ (ϕ j ) Eμ (ϕ j )| ⊗ |ϕ j+1 ϕ j | ⊗ E j+1

We have bounded a closed system’s IF . IF is a thermaloperations monotone. Hence any action of the bath results in
+
IF (ρ elec
f , HLZ (t f )) < IF .

j=0 μ=±

(D4)
rotates the molecule while transferring energy from the
molecule to the bath. Ūtick preserves the average energy
by design: If ρ denotes the initial state of the
molecule-and-bath composite, then Tr[ρ(Hmol + HB )] =
†
Tr[Ūtick ρŪtick
(Hmol + HB )].
Three opportunities remain for future work: (i) Ūtick should
be elevated from an isometry to a unitary. (ii) The energy conservation should be elevated from average to exact:
Ūtick should commute with the global Hamiltonian. Exact
conservation might require further use of reference frames.
Some thermodynamic-resource-theory works, however, have
required only average energy conservation [93]. (iii) The
dissipation should be generalized to arbitrary molecule-bath
coupling strengths. Suppose that the bath occupies the state
|E j± , being receptive to energy transfer. Ūtick transfers energy
deterministically, reflecting strong coupling. But the coupling
might be weak in physical reality. The molecule can have
some probability <1 of dissipating even if the bath is in |E j± .
One would adapt the first set-off equation in Appendix B
of [91], attributed to Ref. [134], to many-level systems.
7. Sequence of time steps

Let ρmol denote the molecule’s initial state. The first two
time steps evolve the state as



e−βHB
†

Ūtick =: ρmol
ρmol → Tr B Ūtick ρmol ⊗
, (D5)
ZB

)eiHmol t .
→ e−iHmol t (ρmol

(D6)

These two evolutions are repeated f − 1 times.
APPENDIX E: SIMPLIFICATION AND BOUNDING
OF THE FISHER INFORMATION

We derive Ineq. (16) by simplifying and bounding Eq. (15).
Consider the long-time limit, and suppose that ρ01 = 0. The
term proportional to vt f dominates Eq. (15), and
IF ∼ 16v 2t 2f |Re(ρ01 )|2 .

(E1)

The simplified IF depends on the off-diagonal element ρ01
of the density matrix relative to the diabatic basis. Furthermore, this IF is proportional to the squared momentum,
(vt f )2 . This proportionality quantifies how underdamping
near the avoided crossing generates more coherence than overdamping would generate. The long-time population is wellapproximated by the Landau-Zener transition probability,
2
) [46]. We approximate the long-time denρ11 ≈ exp (− πλ
2h̄v
sity matrix’s off-diagonal
elements by neglecting the phase:

) 1 − exp (− πλ
). Within the approximate
ρ01 ≈ exp (− πλ
4h̄v
2h̄v
treatment of the avoided crossing, therefore, the final-state
coherence in the electronic state is upper-bounded by
2

IF+ = 16v 2t 2f e−πλ

2

2

/(2h̄v)

1 − e−πλ

2

/(2h̄v)

.

(E2)

APPENDIX F: WORK EXTRACTION AND INJECTION

Using the resource-theory framework, we show that
work can be extracted from postisomerization coherence,
if molecules interact and obey indistinguishable-particle
statistics. We also calculate the minimal work required to photoexcite the molecule. We use two resource-theory tools: (i)
one-shot information theory, which generalizes Shannon
information theory to small scales, and (ii) quantumthermodynamic results about extracting work from coherence.
1. Extracting work from postisomerization coherence

The postisomerization state ρ f can have coherence between unequal-energy electronic levels |E± (π ) |ϕ = π .
Work can be extracted from coherence between degenerate
levels, resource-theory results show [92,93,111,135]. We can
generate degenerate-level coherence from unequal-energy coherence, using multiple copies of the system. The work comes
from coherence because the extraction preserves the state’s
energy diagonal.
Consider two molecules that dissipate weakly during isomerization. Having begun in a nearly pure state, the isomers
end nearly in some pure state |χ |ϕ = π ⊗2 . The electronic
factor has the form
√
√
|χ = p−− |E− (π ), E− (π ) + p−+ |E− (π ), E+ (π )
√
√
+ p+− |E+ (π ), E− (π ) + p++ |E+ (π ), E+ (π ) .
(F1)
One can initiate work extraction by measuring the system’s
energy, e.g., to ascertain how much work is expected and so
to guide instrument calibration. Suppose that (i) the equal√
√
energy eigenstates have equal prefactors, p−+ = p+− ,
and (ii) the greatest Gibbs-rescaled probability is p+− :
arg maxẼ {pμν eβ Ẽ } = E+ (π ) + E− (π ).

(F2)

Suppose, further, that the measurement yields the degenerate energy, E− (π ) + E+ (π ). The system is projected onto
a pure state, √12 [|E− (π ), E+ (π ) + |E+ (π ), E− (π ) ], in a
two-dimensional space. The pure state has more informational value than the same-energy-diagonal mixed state,
1
[|E− (π ) E− (π )| + |E+ (π ) E+ (π )|]. The pure state can be
2
decohered to the mixed state while the extra value is extracted
as work (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [111]).
Let us illustrate how a two-molecule state can satisfy the
criterion (F2). Though artificial, the illustration demonstrates
achievability. Suppose that the molecules occupy a small,
symmetric structure. Their real-space wave functions might
overlap considerably, rendering the molecules indistinguishable [136]. The molecules would occupy a symmetric or an
antisymmetric state, depending on their total spins [136].
Hence the electronic DOFs could occupy an antisymmetric state [136]. Suppose that a Heisenberg Hamiltonian
∝ σ · σ couples the electronic DOFs during photoisomerization. Let the Hamiltonian’s proportionality constant be
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positive. Suppose, further, that the photoisomers thermalize
with a T = 0 bath. The electronic state cools to the ground
state, the singlet √12 [|E+ (π ), E− (π ) − |E− (π ), E+ (π ) ], satisfying Eq. (F2). The photoisomers could decouple quickly
after photoisomerizing. The total Hamiltonian would return
to Hmol + Hmol while the state remained a singlet. Work
could be extracted from the state’s coherence, if an agent
acted quickly enough. Granted, the decoupling would cost
(positive or negative) work. But that work could, in principle,
come from the photoisomers themselves, or from structures
to which the photoisomers were attached, rather than from the
battery charged later from the coherence.

PHYSICAL REVIEW A 101, 042116 (2020)

Dmax is well defined if the first state’s support lies in the
second state’s: supp(ρ) ⊆ supp(σ ). This entropy quantifies
how well ρ and σ can be distinguished in a particular trial
of state discrimination [146].
Using these results, we calculate the work required to
excite the molecule’s thermal state to |ψ1 |ϕ = 0 . We notate
the energy diagonal as
D(|ψ1 ψ1 | ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0|)

pμ |Eμ (0) Eμ (0)| ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0| .
=

(F5)

μ=±

Substituting into Eq. (F3) yields

(F4)

Wmin (D(|ψ1 ψ1 | ⊗ |ϕ = 0 ϕ = 0|), Hmol )

 
1
1
= max Eμ (0) − ln(1/pμ ) − − ln Zmol . (F6)
μ=±
β
β
The expression maximized over equals a one-shot variation
on a free-energy difference: The Helmholtz free energy is defined, in conventional thermodynamics, as F := E − T S. The
eigenenergy Eμ (0) replaces the average energy E . pμ equals a
probability, so − ln(pμ ) equals a surprisal: Consider preparing
|ψ1 |ϕ = 0 , then measuring the energy. The surprisal quantifies the information you gain, or the surprise you register,
on learning the outcome. Averaging the surprisal
 over many
trials yields the Shannon entropy, SSh = − μ=± pμ ln pμ .
The Shannon entropy is proportional to the thermodynamic
entropy S, for equilibrium states. Hence the − β1 ln(1/pμ )
is a one-shot variation on the −T S in F . The equilibrium
state exp(−βHmol )/Zmol has a free energy of F = − β1 ln Zmol .
Hence the minimal one-shot work has the form (one-shot
nonequilibrium free energy) - (equilibrium free energy).
Equation (F6) reduces to the expected formula in a simple case. Suppose that the diabatic state |ψ1 |ϕ = 0 exactly equals the energy eigenstate |E+ (0) |ϕ = 0 and that
the equilibrium state e−βHmol /Zmol exactly equals the energy eigenstate |E− (0) |ϕ = 0 . First, the final-state probabilities become p+ = 1 and p− = 0. Therefore, the maximum evaluates to E+ (0). Second, the Boltzmann weight
e−βE− (0) /Zmol = 1. Therefore, the equilibrium free energy
reduces to − β1 ln Zmol = E− (0). Substituting into Eq. (F6)
yields a Wmin of E+ (0) − E− (0). The minimal work required
to photoexcite the ground cis state into the excited cis state
equals the energy gap.
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